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Overview

The built WG has created a list of energy savings projects. Staff in the Office for Sustainability, the Walton College of Business and Utility Operations and Maintenance and University Libraries are exploring and vetting projects for viability and adoption potential.

- Example Projects
  - Zero Client
    - An intensive centralized computer power management project.
    - An 80 system trial is underway in the WCOB
    - OFS will assist in the analysis of power consumption
  - Energy Dashboards
    - The Office for Sustainability is exploring the in-house creation of computer software to display real-time energy consumption and trends. The OFS is working with computer science professors to identify potential students to take on this project.
  - Secure Print
    - This system reduces printing output by requiring faculty and staff to unlock print jobs.
  - Campus Map
    - An interactive, online and layered campus map that highlights various sustainability elements of our campus, including bike racks, sustainability offices, hydration stations, LEED buildings and other highlights.

Needs

The Built WG still needs co-chairs to help set an agenda and to call meetings for the WG’s.